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As an aid to understanding long-range acoustic propagation in the Philippine Sea, statistical and

phenomenological descriptions of sound-speed variations were developed. Two moorings of ocean-

ographic sensors located in the western Philippine Sea in the spring of 2009 were used to track

constant potential-density surfaces (isopycnals) and constant potential-temperature surfaces (iso-

therms) in the depth range 120–2000 m. The vertical displacements of these surfaces are used to

estimate sound-speed fluctuations from internal waves, while temperature/salinity variability along

isopycnals are used to estimate sound-speed fluctuations from intrusive structure often termed

spice. Frequency spectra and vertical covariance functions are used to describe the space-time

scales of the displacements and spiciness. Internal-wave contributions from diurnal and semi-diur-

nal internal tides and the diffuse internal-wave field [related to the Garrett–Munk (GM) spectrum]

are found to dominate the sound-speed variability. Spice fluctuations are weak in comparison. The

internal wave and spice frequency spectra have similar form in the upper ocean but are markedly

different below 170-m depth. Diffuse internal-wave mode spectra show a form similar to the GM

model, while internal-tide mode spectra scale as mode number to the minus two power. Spice

decorrelates rapidly with depth, with a typical correlation scale of tens of meters.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4818784]

PACS number(s): 43.20.Hq, 43.30.Es, 43.30.Ft [TFD] Pages: 3185–3200

I. INTRODUCTION

In deep water acoustic propagation, acoustic variability

is driven by sound-speed heterogeneities due to many ocean-

ographic processes including internal waves (Flatt�e et al.
1979), internal tides (Dushaw et al., 1995; Dushaw et al.,
2011), spicy thermohaline structure (Dzieciuch et al., 2004),

and eddies (Cornuelle et al., 1985; Wolfson and Tappert,

2000). To predict the statistics of acoustic fields, it is neces-

sary to have oceanographic models that can capture the rele-

vant ocean scales that affect acoustic propagation. The

purpose of this study is to quantify the basic scales of sound-

speed variability in the Philippine Sea to aid in the develop-

ment of useful ocean acoustic models. The fundamental

acoustics context of this work is the question whether ocean

acoustic model shortcomings are due to incorrect acoustic

propagation physics or incorrect oceanographic inputs.

For deep water environments, it is well known that there

is a random field of internal gravity waves whose spectrum

is relatively well described by a “universal” spectrum termed

the Garrett–Munk (GM) spectrum (Munk, 1981). However

the GM model is a fit to many ocean observations and thus

deviations from the GM model that might be expected in the

Philippine Sea consist of variability in the internal-wave

energy by factors of order 2, changes in the spectral slopes

of order tens of percent, and differences in the internal wave

modal bandwidth parameter (denoted by the parameter j*).

Internal tides are also known to fill the world ocean and they

are particularly energetic where barotropic tidal currents

cross abrupt topography (M€uller and Liu, 2000). In the

Philippine Sea, the Luzon Strait and Mariana Islands Arc are

known to be active but variable generation sites for internal

tides (Ramp et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Li and Farmer,

2011; Kerry et al., 2012). Unlike GM-like internal waves, in-

ternal tides can be modeled more or less deterministically

using regional models that carefully treat the sensitive topo-

graphic generation processes and the inherent modulation

from eddies and fronts (Merrifield and Holloway, 2002).

Similarly, increasingly accurate realizations of eddy activity

are being obtained using high resolution ocean models

that assimilate satellite altimetry and other data. Last spicy
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thermohaline structure lies in between the deterministic and

stochastic realms; spicy structure associated with eddy fila-

ments may in fact be deterministically modeled (Todd et al.,
2012) while spicy structure associated with mixed layer and

upper ocean processes may be more fundamentally stochas-

tic (Ferrari and Rudnick, 2000). The Philippine Sea is

expected to have strong spice features because it is a cross

roads of several different water masses, there is an energetic

eddy field, and there is strong surface wind forcing (Rudnick

et al., 2011). Ocean acousticians and oceanographers need

observations of the fundamental space and time scales of

these processes, such as is provided in this manuscript, to

help guide model development; this development may be as

easy as estimating certain parameters in the GM model or as

difficult as building a data assimilating ocean model.

This study utilizes oceanographic observations from two

ocean-acoustic moorings deployed in the western Philippine

Sea during April and early May 2009. To better understand

the oceanographic environment affecting acoustic transmis-

sions between the moorings, they were instrumented with

densely spaced temperature (T), conductivity (C), and pres-

sure (P) instruments between 100 and 2000-m depth, as well

as Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) in the upper

300-m. The data obtained on these instruments are used here

to examine the sound-speed variability during this month-

long deployment. From these observations, we find that the

Philippine Sea does indeed have a random internal-wave

field that closely resembles the GM model. The overall

energy of the random internal-wave field is roughly 1.4 times

the standard GM level and the high frequency and high inter-

nal wave mode number spectra of these fluctuations follow

nearly exactly the GM power law of frequency and mode

number to the minus two power. However for the lower fre-

quencies, near the inertial frequency and between the tide

lines, the spectral energy shape is somewhat flatter than the

minus two power law, and for the lowest internal wave mode

numbers between 1 and 5, there are additional spectral shape

anomalies with regards to the GM spectrum. The random in-

ternal waves have nearly identical statistical behavior at the

two moorings, suggesting some degree of horizontal homo-

geneity, and measurements of currents at the two moorings

reveal that the random internal waves are horizontally iso-

tropic as well. Philippine Sea diurnal and semidiurnal inter-

nal tides are observed to have nearly equal energy compared

with the random internal waves. A significant amount of

energy is found at tidal harmonic frequencies, thus indicating

nonlinearities. The internal tide modal content is seen to be

more complex than the anticipated mode 1 dominance. In

fact, the distribution of modal energies goes roughly as

mode number to the minus two power, much like the high

mode random internal waves. While the spectral properties

of the internal tides are similar at the two moorings, there

are distinct differences in diurnal and semidiurnal energy

levels at the two. This spatial inhomogeneity may be due to

an interference pattern generated by different internal tide

bathymetric sources. With regards to eddies (or sub inertial

variability), the duration of our observations was too short to

reveal detailed statistical properties of the eddies. Last, on

one of the moorings spicy thermohaline sound-speed

fluctuations along isopycnals could be measured in the depth

range 100–500 m. The Philippine Sea is known for its co-

mingling of several different water masses, its active eddy

field, and its strong wind induced surface mixing, all factors

that can produce strong T and salinity (S) variations along

isopycnals (spice). Contrary to this expectation, the observed

spice sound speed variations over the duration of our obser-

vations were weak compared to the other processes.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II

describes the observations and the calculations necessary to

quantify sound-speed variability from isopycnal displace-

ments and spicy thermohaline structure. Frequency spectra

of the displacement and spice observations are presented in

Sec. III, as well as the depth dependence of the sound-speed

variance. In Sec. IV the vertical structure of displacement

and spice variations is analyzed in terms of vertical covari-

ance functions and in some cases vertical internal wave

mode number spectra. Summary and conclusions are given

in Sec. V.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

Between 2009 and 2011 an interdisciplinary and multi-

institutional field program was carried out in the north western

Philippine Sea to study deep water, long-range acoustic propa-

gation and ambient noise (Worcester et al., 2013). This effort

included a month-long 2009 pilot study/engineering test

(PhilSea09), a year-long 2010–2011 Philippine Sea

Experiment (PhilSea10) and an Ocean Bottom Seismometer

Augmentation of the PhilSea10 experiment (OBSAPS). Of

relevance to this work was the considerable effort undertaken

to make detailed measurements of the time evolving ocean

sound-speed field so that the observed acoustic data could be

interpreted in terms of the oceanographic processes such as

random internal waves, internal tides, spicy thermohaline struc-

ture, and mesoscale eddies. This paper presents results for the

PhilSea09 pilot study in which a single source (T1) and a single

receiver mooring (DVLA) were deployed. Future publications

will address the seven mooring, full year PhilSea10 records.

A. PhilSea09 observations

In the PhilSea09, the DVLA and T1 moorings collected

acoustic and oceanographic data from 5 April through 8

May 2009. They were located at 21� 21.89780N, 126�

01.025410E, and 22� 57.60140N, 126� 33.77220E, respec-

tively, and the water depths were 5530-m at the DVLA and

6059-m at T1. The oceanographic instrumentation on these

two moorings is listed in Table I. This instrumentation,

measuring T, S, and P every minute, was used to track the

vertical displacement of surfaces of constant potential den-

sity (isopycnals), since the motion of these surfaces are due

to internal waves and eddies. Vertical displacements, n,

induce sound-speed fluctuations according to the kinematic

equation dc ¼ n(dc/dz)pn, where (dc/dz)p is the potential

sound speed gradient (Flatt�e et al., 1979). Variations of tem-

perature and salinity along the potential density surfaces,

spice, also cause sound-speed fluctuations since temperature

and salinity anomalies are compensating in density but re-

enforcing in sound speed (Dzieciuch et al., 2004). Tracking
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isopycnals, however, requires accurate observations of salin-

ity. To this end, the DVLA mooring contained a dense array

of Seabird SBE37-SMP instruments in the upper ocean

(roughly 100-m to 520-m) that, due to their pumping capabil-

ity, can resolve the detailed salinity structure expected to

exist in this region. To utilize the remainder of the observa-

tions (primarily temperature and pressure) on the DVLA and

the T1 moorings, approximations are required. Where spici-

ness is weak, surfaces of constant potential temperature (iso-

therms) are accurate surrogates for isopycnals, and we find

that over much of the water column the weak spice approxi-

mation is quite good.

In addition to the T, S, and P sensors, ADCPs on the

DVLA and T1 moorings were used to quantify upper ocean

internal-wave-induced currents. This information was used

to cross validate internal-wave spectra derived from isopyc-

nal displacements, and to check the assumption of horizontal

isotropy for the random GM-like waves (See Sec. III A). The

upward looking, 150 kHz ADCP on the DVLA provided cur-

rent observations over the depth range 350–100 m with a

sample interval of 20 min. The T1 mooring had two 300-kHz

ADCPs deployed in upward and downward looking orienta-

tions, providing current observations over the depth range

145–270 m, again with a sample interval of 20 min.

Figure 1 shows the mean profiles of T, S, sound speed,

buoyancy frequency, potential density, and potential sound

speed gradient derived from the DVLA observations in the

upper 2000-m, and these profiles are compared to the aver-

age of 16 nearby CTD casts obtained during the mooring

deployments and recoveries. In the temperature panel of

Fig. 1, the mean profile from the T1 mooring is also shown.

Given the intense variability in this region, the comparison

between the mooring averages and the CTDs is reasonable.

A strong, broad thermocline is present between the surface

and 1000 m. The mean salinity structure has a near-surface

maximum close to 200 m and a minimum close to 500 m.

This structure gives rise to a well stratified water column

with a maximum buoyancy frequency of roughly 6 cph.

Importantly for the acoustics, the salinity structure with its

mid-water minimum gives rise to a maximum potential

sound speed gradient close to the 500-m depth.

B. Displacement and spice analysis

The techniques for isopycnal and spice analysis utilized

in this manuscript were recently presented for a shallow

water environment (Colosi et al., 2012). Therefore, the

description of the methodology here will be rather terse, and

the interested reader should refer to Colosi et al. (2012) for

more specific details.

In the depth range 100–500 m where the SBE37-SMP

instruments were located, potential density (Talley et al.,
2011) referenced to the 300-decibar (db) level, r300[z(t), t],
was computed. Here z(t) represents the variable depth of the

instrument due to mooring motion. The 300 db reference was

chosen because it is roughly half-way between the shallowest

and deepest SBE37-SMP instruments. From the potential

density data, the depths of 25 isopycnals, z(t, r300), between

1025 and 1027.4 kg/m3 were tracked using depth-linear inter-

polation. (See Colosi et al., 2012, for a discussion of the limi-

tations of linear interpolation.) Potential temperature, h300(t,
r300), and salinity, S(t, r300), variations along the isopycnals

(spice) were obtained by linear interpolation of the original

h300 and S data onto the computed isopycnal depth z(t, r300).

Potential temperature is used here to account for the adiabatic

temperature changes as the water parcels are displaced verti-

cally, which is also the rationale for using potential density to

track the vertical displacements of the isopycnals.

To estimate the error in the isopycnal tracking the

h300(t, r300) and S(t, r300) values were used to recompute

potential density. The rms differences between the re-

computed densities and the target densities are shown in

Table II, column five; the small differences show that the lin-

ear isopycnal tracking is a good approximation. This track-

ing error can also be expressed as a depth error by dividing

the root-mean-square (rms) density difference by the mean

TABLE I. Oceanographic instrumentation for the (left) DVLA and (right)

T1 moorings. MicroCat instruments are Seabird Electronics models SBE37-

SM and SBE37-SMP (pumped), while MicroTemp instruments are model

SBE39. The SBE instruments sampled the ocean at 1 min intervals.

Instruments were deployed at depths derived from WKB baroclinic scaling.

The two ADCPs deployed on the T1 mooring were in an up/down looking

configuration, while the single ADCP on the DVLA mooring was in an up

looking orientation. The ADCPs sampled the ocean at 20-min intervals.

DVLA T1

Depth (m) Instrument Depth (m) Instrument

340 ADCP (150-kHz) 200 2 ADCP (300-kHz)

90 SBE37-SMP 150 SBE37-SM

120 SBE37-SMP 180 SBE39

150 SBE37-SMP 210 SBE37-SM

180 SBE37-SMP 240 SBE39

210 SBE37-SMP 270 SBE37-SM

240 SBE37-SMP 300 SBE39

270 SBE37-SMP 330 SBE37-SM

310 SBE37-SMP 370 SBE39

350 SBE37-SMP 410 SBE37-SM

380 SBE37-SMP 440 SBE39

430 SBE37-SMP 490 SBE37-SM

470 SBE37-SMP 530 SBE39

510 SBE37-SMP 570 SBE37-SM

560 SBE37-SM 620 SBE39

610 SBE37-SM 670 SBE37-SM

670 SBE37-SM 730 SBE39

720 SBE37-SM 780 SBE37-SM

790 SBE37-SM 850 SBE39

860 SBE37-SM 920 SBE37-SM

930 SBE37-SM 990 SBE37-SM

1010 SBE39 1070 SBE39

1100 SBE39 1160 SBE39

1210 SBE39 1270 SBE39

1330 SBE39 1380 SBE39

1470 SBE39 1520 SBE39

1640 SBE39 1690 SBE39

1850 SBE37-SM 1900 SBE39

2150 SBE39 2190 SBE39

2630 SBE39 2660 SBE39

4990 SBE37-SMP 4950 SBE39
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density gradient (Table II, column six). The depth error is

seen to be quite small, with a maximum value of 0.6 m.

Figure 2 shows the month-long DVLA mooring depth-

time-series of potential density, r300[z(t), t], and salinity

S[z(t), t] with a few tracked isopycnals superimposed. The

density field shows the typical random variations associated

with Garrett–Munk (GM) type random internal waves, but

more noticeable are the strong fluctuations at tidal frequen-

cies, particularly the diurnals with periods close to 1 day. In

addition, a surface-intensified sub-inertial or mesoscale vari-

ation is seen. For the salinity field, variations similar to the

density field are evident. However, in the upper ocean

between days 105 and 120 a significant feature with

enhanced salinity passed by the DVLA. The associated

gradients of salinity along the isopycnals indicate spicy vari-

ability. Table II provides mean and rms values of spicy h300

(t, r300) and S(t, r300) as well as spicy sound-speed variation

on the isopycnals (Also see Sec. III). These values indicate

rather small spice variations except for the shallowest iso-

pycnals. Larger spice variations are expected in the upper

ocean where strong spice anomalies are generated by precip-

itation, evaporation, and wind-forced mixing. The values

observed here, however, are much smaller than those

observed by Ferrari and Rudnick (2000) in the winter eastern

North Pacific Ocean and by Colosi et al. (2012) on the

summer New Jersey continental shelf of the United States.

The small values of spice come as some surprise since the

Philippine Sea is known to be a cross roads of several

FIG. 1. Mean profiles of temperature,

salinity, sound speed, buoyancy fre-

quency, potential density, and potential

sound-speed gradient. Values derived

from the DVLA SBE37-SMPs are

shown with dots, while DVLA values

derived from either SBE37-SMs or

SBE39s are shown with crosses.

Average profiles derived from 16 CTD

casts made in the timeframe of the

deployment and recovery of the moor-

ings are shown with dashed lines. The

average temperature profile from T1 is

plotted with a dash-dot in the upper

left panel, but the curve lies almost

directly on the CTD curve.

TABLE II. Observed isopycnal statistics for every other tracked isopycnal. The first column gives the chosen isopycnal density, and the second, third and

fourth columns are the mean isopycnal depth, potential temperature, and salinity. The fifth column is the rms uncertainty in isopycnal tracking (See text for

details), and the sixth column gives the depth error associated with the tracking uncertainty. The seventh, eighth, and ninth columns give the spicy rms temper-

ature, salinity, and sound speed fluctuations along the isopycnal. The rms values given in columns seven through nine only include contributions from frequen-

cies between f and N.

r300 (kg/m3) hzi (m) hh300i (�C) hSi (psu) dr300 (kg/m3) dr300/(d�r300/dz) (m) dhrms (�C) dSrms (psu) dcrms (m/s)

1025.0 127.8 23.15 34.76 0.001 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.30

1025.2 146.6 22.53 34.78 0.001 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.21

1025.4 156.6 21.91 34.81 0.001 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.14

1025.6 171.9 21.26 34.84 0.001 0.12 0.04 0.01 0.12

1025.8 188.7 20.56 34.85 0.001 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.09

1026.0 208.6 19.80 34.84 0.001 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.07

1026.2 233.5 18.98 34.82 0.001 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.05

1026.4 265.4 18.10 34.79 0.001 0.15 0.02 0.01 0.05

1026.6 302.5 17.12 34.74 0.001 0.20 0.02 0.01 0.07

1026.8 340.5 16.06 34.67 0.001 0.23 0.03 0.01 0.09

1027.0 378.2 14.84 34.57 0.002 0.34 0.03 0.01 0.10

1027.2 415.0 13.57 34.47 0.002 0.56 0.03 0.01 0.11

1027.4 453.5 12.24 34.38 0.002 0.51 0.04 0.01 0.12
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different water masses (Kaneko et al., 2001), evaporation

and precipitation are large, and wind forcing is generally

strong. In a h-S diagram utilizing the PhilSea09 CTD data

(Fig. 3), regions of large spice are evident where there is a

large spread of points across a contour of constant potential

density for example the region h300> 18 �C, and somewhat

less so 4�< h300< 10 �C. Correspondingly, regions of weak

spice are where the spread in the h-S curve is small, for exam-

ple, in the regions 10�< h300< 18 �C and 0�< h300 < 4 �C.

Using information from Table II, Fig. 3, and the CTD profiles,

specific spice-rich depth regions can be identified. Here the

data suggest that stronger spice regions are confined to the

depths above 200-m, and between 500- and 800-m.

The weakness of spice in the depth ranges 200–500 m and

800–6000 m suggests that isopycnals at the DVLA and T1 can

be accurately tracked in these depth ranges using temperature

alone. In the depth region 500–800 m there is the possibility of

spice contamination in displacements estimated from tempera-

ture alone, but we ignore this issue to compute isotherm depths

at the DVLA and T1 moorings between the depth region

200–2000 m. Isotherms cannot be easily tracked below 2000 m

because of the weak temperature gradients in the deep ocean.

The calculation proceeds along the same lines as the one for

isopycnals, that is potential temperature referenced to 300 db,

h300[z(t), t], is computed on the moorings and then isotherm

depths, z(t, h300) at selected values of potential temperature are

computed from this data using depth-linear interpolation. The

calculation of potential temperature requires salinity, and where

no in situ values were available, the data from the mean of the

CTD casts were used (See Fig. 1, upper right panel).

Comparisons of the fluctuating isopycnal and isotherm depths

on the DVLA between 200- and 450-m depth (not shown) sup-

port the assumption that the isotherms are an excellent surro-

gate for isopycnals.

Figure 4 shows depth-time-series of isopycnal displace-

ments estimated for the depth range of 100–1000 m using

FIG. 2. Depth/time series of (top) observed potential density (r300) and (bot-

tom) salinity at the DVLA. Superimposed on the plots are the isopycnal

depths for densities of 1025, 1025.7, 1026.5, and 1027.4 kg/m3.

FIG. 3. Potential temperature, h300, is

plotted against salinity (S) for 16 CTD

profiles obtained during the PhilSea09

(color dots). Results for the Annual

World Ocean Atlas are shown for

comparison (dash), and contours of

potential density, r300, between 1023

and 1029 kg/m3 are shown for reference.

The gray contours at 1025 and

1027.4 kg/m3 correspond to the shallow-

est and deepest isopycnals tracked in this

analysis, and points near these contours

have average depths of 130 and 450-m,

respectively (See Table II). Points near

the 1024 kg/m3 contour are close to the

ocean surface, while points close to

1028.5 are near 800-m depth.
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both T and S (red and blue lines), and T only (green lines).

The upper panel displays results from the DVLA, while the

lower panel gives T1 results. While Fig. 4 only shows varia-

tions down to 1000-m, isotherms for both the DVLA and T1

were tracked down to roughly 2000 m depth. Extending the

displacement measurements down to 2000 m provides much

needed information to resolve the modal content of the fluctu-

ations (Sec. IV). In Fig. 4 displacements are shown only over

5-days so that details of the fluctuations are more evident. The

DVLA displacement estimates transition smoothly between

the regions where isopycnal data ends and isotherm data

begins. In addition, Fig. 4 shows that there are periods and spe-

cific depth regions in which the displacements change quite

rapidly in time. It will be shown later that this rapid change is

associated with nonlinear steepening of the internal tide,

which generates tidal frequency harmonics (See Sec. III).

Figure 5 shows details of the spicy sound-speed and T, S
fluctuations along one of the shallowest and most spicy iso-

pycnals in the DVLA analysis. All three curves shown in

Fig. 5 are nearly perfectly correlated because these are val-

ues along an isopycnal where T and S anomalies are exactly

compensating; the three plots are shown here to emphasize

the order of magnitude of the effects and to underscore the

temporal variability. Importantly, because the isopycnals are

moving vertically, the spicy sound-speed fluctuations shown

in Fig. 5 are computed using the mean depth of the isopyc-

nal, �z(r300). The time evolution of the spice is quite intermit-

tent in nature with periods of strong and weak variability.

The intermittency and pattern of spice variability (Fig. 5) is

remarkably similar to that observed in shallow water on the

New Jersey continental shelf (Colosi et al., 2012, Fig. 4).

III. FREQUENCY SPECTRA AND ANALYSIS OF
VARIANCE

In this section the time scales of isopycnal displacement

and spice variability are addressed using frequency spectra.

FIG. 4. A 5 day section showing tracked isopycnals (blue and red), and

tracked isotherms (green) in the upper 1000-m, for the (top) DVLA and

(bottom) the T1 mooring.

FIG. 5. Temporal fluctuations along the

isopycnal 1025.1 kg/m3. (top) Sound-

speed variability; (bottom) the highly

correlated potential temperature and sa-

linity changes.
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Because there is depth inhomogeneity of these processes, we

also present results that quantify the changes in strength and

spectral shape as a function of depth. We start with an analy-

sis of the displacement fields, which are primarily affected

by internal waves and internal tides.

A. Internal waves and internal tides

The observed displacement time series, z(t, r300) and

z(t, h300) were used to compute frequency spectra that

include effects from eddies, random internal waves, and in-

ternal tides. Before the spectral analysis was performed the

isopycnal displacement time series were low-pass filtered

with a 4-pole Butterworth digital filter to eliminate signals

with frequencies greater than 500 cpd (or roughly 20 cph).

To minimize side band leakage from the energetic low fre-

quencies, spectrograms for the filtered isopycnals were com-

puted using the multi-taper method of Thompson (Percival

and Walden, 1993; Thompson, 1982) with an estimated

time-bandwidth product of 4 and a record length of 24 M2

tidal cycles or roughly 12.42 days. The spectrograms were

averaged over the 33-days observation period using half-

overlapping segments to provide a power spectral density

(PSD) estimate, Sn(x, �z), for each of the 25 isopycnal den-

sities where �z is the mean depth of the isopycnal or isotherm

as appropriate. The left-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows the

DVLA displacement spectra averaged over two depth inter-

vals, 130–285 m and 300–455 m. The displacement spectra

have a spectral gap between the frequencies associated with

eddies (sub-inertial variability) and those associated with in-

ternal waves (super-inertial variability). Also prominent in

the spectra are strong discrete diurnal and semidiurnal tide

lines as well as tidal harmonics; the harmonics are associated

with nonlinearities in the internal tides, evident from regions

in Fig. 4 where tidal steepening is present. In the so-called

continuum range between frequencies of roughly 4 to 40

cpd, a power law shape is seen with a spectral slope of

�2.0 6 0.1, which is consistent with the GM value of �2.0.

In the frequency range between 4 cpd and the Coriolis fre-

quency f (0.7488 cpd), the continuum between the tide lines

is somewhat diminished from what would be expected by

extension of the �2 power law. This effect has been noted

by Levine (2002), and a latitude-dependent correction to the

GM model in this low frequency region has been put for-

ward.1 For frequencies greater than 100 cpd the spectra cut

FIG. 6. Spectra of (left) DVLA displacement and (right) horizontal current. The displacement spectra are averaged over the depth regions 130–285 m (blue)

and 300–455 m (green). Power law fits to the spectra in the frequency range 3.0 to 30 cpd are shown (dash). The horizontal current spectra shown are for the

east–west component (green), north–south component (red), and the sum of these two (blue). The current spectra are an average over observations taken in the

depth range 170–320 m. A power law fit to the blue curve is shown (dash). Important frequencies are shown at the top of the graphs with associated vertical

dash lines: f the Coriolis frequency, N a typical buoyancy frequency, K1 a diurnal tide frequency, M2 a semidiurnal tide frequency, K3 the third harmonic of

K1, and M4 a second harmonic of M2.
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off rapidly, since these frequencies are at or above the buoy-

ancy frequency cut off. The spectra averaged over the two

different depth ranges are quite similar, except for a small

shift in energy level, and expected differences near the buoy-

ancy frequency cut off, which changes with depth [see

Fig. 1, N(z) profile].

As a further check on the quality of the T and S derived

displacement observations, spectra for horizontal current

were computed from the DVLA ADCP observations. The

right-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows these spectra averaged over

the depth interval 175–318 m. The displacement and hori-

zontal current spectra should be identical except near the in-

ertial frequency (Munk, 1981). Here the spectra compare

extremely well, except at higher frequencies where the

ADCP spectra are corrupted by noise. The two spectra have

the same tidal constituents and roughly the same power law

behavior in the continuum region. The horizontal current

spectra show that the fluctuations of the non-tidal internal

waves are roughly isotropic due to the strong similarity of

the north/south and east/west current spectra. Displacement

and horizontal current spectra computed from the T1 moor-

ing (not shown) are qualitatively similar to the results from

DVLA, but with a larger discrepancy between the displace-

ment and horizontal current power law exponents, which are

�1.9 6 0.1 and �1.7 6 0.1, respectively.

The strength of random internal wave and internal tide

displacement fluctuations depend strongly on depth. To quan-

tify this depth-dependent variability, which is critical for

ocean acoustic applications, we present here the rms displace-

ment and associated sound speed fluctuation estimates.

Estimates of vertical covariances and spectra will be given in

Sec. IV. Using the displacement time series going down to

2000-m depth, Fig. 7 shows the rms displacement statistics

from the DVLA and T1 moorings due to Garrett-Munk-like

random internal waves and internal tides. The internal tides

were estimated using a tidal fit of four diurnal (O1, K1, P1,

and Q1) and four semidiurnal (M2, S2, N2, and K2) constitu-

ents. The strength of the random internal waves was com-

puted by de-tiding the displacement time series using the

aforementioned tide fits, calculating a spectrum of the detided

records and then integrating the spectrum from f to N. With

regards to the random internal wave component, the results

from the DVLA and T1 are nearly identical and are consistent

with the baroclinic Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) depth

scaling relation hn2i1/2¼ n0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N0=NðzÞ

p
(Munk, 1981), where

n0¼ 8.6 m, N0¼ 3 cph, and N(z) comes from the CTD casts of

Fig. 1. The random internal wave component fits the WKB

model extremely well due to the rich modal content of these

variations (See Sec. IV). It should also be noted that the stand-

ard GM value for n0 is 7.3-m, so the observed internal waves

have energies roughly 1.4 times the standard GM level.

With regards to the internal tides the DVLA shows the

diurnal tide to be more energetic than the semi-diurnal tide

while the T1 shows the opposite (Fig. 7). This result is not

unexpected as the spatial pattern of the internal tide is

affected by the complex geometry of the tidal generation

zone(s), which can lead to an interference pattern. It should

also be noted that the depth dependence of the rms internal

tide displacement does not have the structure of mode 1

(Fig. 10), and thus the modal spectrum of the internal tide

may be substantially more complicated than the expected

mode 1 form (more on this in Sec. IV).

Last it should be noted that rms displacements must van-

ish at the ocean boundaries because of the internal wave

boundary conditions (Munk, 1981). Therefore the increase in

rms displacement with depth shown in Fig. 7 must eventually

FIG. 7. Root mean square (RMS)

displacement statistics for (left) ran-

dom internal waves, and (right) inter-

nal tides. For the internal tides, diurnal

fluctuations are plotted in blue while

semi-diurnal fluctuations are shown in

red. Results for the DVLA are plotted

using dots and solid lines, while the T1

results are displayed using crosses and

dash lines. Also shown in the left panel

is the WKB estimate (magenta) utiliz-

ing a reference internal wave displace-

ment n0 of 8.6 m.
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be reversed at large depths, and the value must diminish to

zero at the ocean surface.

It is important to make some notes on the relative

strengths of the fluctuations from these processes. The inter-

nal tides are of comparable magnitude to the random internal

waves and thus these tides may have a strong acoustic signa-

ture. The present internal tide variability is significantly

larger than that observed in the central North Pacific, where

inverse acoustic methods were used to map the internal tide

(Dushaw et al., 1995).

Using the standard kinematic relationship connecting

sound-speed perturbation to vertical displacements [dc
¼ n(dc/dz)p], the rms displacements in Fig. 7 can be dis-

played as an rms sound-speed fluctuation (Fig. 8). With

regards to the random internal-wave-induced sound-speed

fluctuation, the maximum 1 m/s rms value is comparable to

observations from the central North Pacific Ocean (Beron-

Vera et al., 2003); however, due to the shape of the potential

sound-speed gradient (Fig. 1), this maximum is near 550-m

depth, while the North Pacific maximum is near 150-m

depth. The internal tide fluctuations also have a peak near

500-m due to the potential sound-speed gradient.

B. Spice

The 25 isopycnals tracked using the SBE37-SMP

instruments yielded information concerning temperature and

salinity variations along isopycnals (spice). The spicy h300

(t, r300) and S(t, r300) variations along the 25 tracked isopyc-

nals are used to compute sound-speed variations along the

isopycnals. As previously mentioned, because the isopycnals

are moving vertically, the spicy sound-speed fluctuations are

computed using the mean depth of the isopycnal, �z (r300),

and thus the spicy sound speed is denoted by cS(t, �z, r300).

Frequency spectra of cS were computed for each isopycnal

as discussed in Sec. III A, and these spectra were averaged

over the depth intervals 130–165 (i.e., a depth region of rela-

tively stronger spice) and 170–454 m (i.e., a depth region of

relatively weak spice) (Fig. 9). The spice spectra in these

two depth regions are quite different. The spectrum in the

shallow region, where spice is relatively strong, has a slope

of �1.7 6 0.1 compared to the internal-wave slope of

�2.0 6 0.1, but the tidal peaks are absent. The similarity of

FIG. 8. Root mean square sound speed

fluctuations from (left) random internal

waves and (right) internal tides. The

internal wave and internal tide sound-

speed statistics are obtained by multi-

plying the rms displacements in Fig. 7

by the mean potential sound speed gra-

dient (see Fig. 2). The identification of

curves in this figure is the same as in

Fig. 7. Spicy sound speed fluctuations

with contributions from the frequency

band between f and N (i.e., the internal

wave band) are plotted in green in the

left panel.

FIG. 9. Frequency spectra of sound-speed fluctuations along isopycnals

(spice) averaged over depth regions 128–165 m and 172–454 m. Power law

fits to the spectra in the frequency range 3.0 to 30 cpd are shown (dash).

Important frequencies are shown at the top with associated vertical dash

lines: f the Coriolis frequency and N a typical buoyancy frequency.
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the power law to the internal-wave spectrum and the smear-

ing of the tide lines is consistent with the prevailing view

that the time evolution of the spice is due to the advection of

these dynamically passive structures by internal-wave cur-

rents (Philipps, 1971; Garrett and Munk, 1971; Munk, 1981).

Interestingly this deep water spice spectrum is quite similar

in form to the spice spectrum observed in shallow water on

the New Jersey shelf (Colosi et al., 2012), where the slopes

are essentially the same. These spectra are consistent with

the view that spicy ocean features are essentially front-like

(Ferrari and Rudnick, 2000), and thus, a spectral slope close

to �2 is expected (i.e., the spectral slope of a step function).

The spice spectrum in the deeper layers reveals a much flat-

ter spectrum with a slope of �0.9 6 0.1. These spicy fluctua-

tions are more noise-like (flat spectrum) than front-like

(slope of �2). Because the spice is so weak in these layers

the measurements of spice here may in fact be at the thresh-

old of our measurement capability.

The spice contribution to sound-speed variance is dis-

played in Fig. 8 for the internal wave band. The spice contri-

bution is quite small compared to the other processes, except

perhaps in the shallowest depths observed, that is roughly

125-m to 175-m depth. The spice contribution is expected to

be largest in and near the mixed layer, but we do not have

measurements in that region (Fig. 3). Thus it must be con-

cluded that the spice at the DVLA mooring is quite weak for

the period of this experiment and that the sound-speed per-

turbations are dominated by internal tides, and random inter-

nal waves. This result is in stark contrast to the shallow

water results for the New Jersey Continental shelf (Colosi

et al., 2012), where spice dominated the sound-speed vari-

ability with rms fluctuations from 1 to 2.5 m/s.

IV. VERTICAL STRUCTURE

In this section the vertical spatial structure of the oce-

anic variability observed during the PhilSea09 experiment

will be characterized. To do this, estimates of vertical covar-

iance functions for the various oceanographic processes con-

sidered will be presented. The covariance function is an

important quantity because it is an input to many acoustic

fluctuation calculations. In some instances the covariance

functions can be interpreted in terms of dynamical ocean

modes, and in others, like spice, the analysis begins and ends

with the covariance.2 With regards to dynamical modes, fol-

lowing Colosi et al. (2012), a band-passed displacement

depth/times series is written

nðz; tÞ ¼
XJ

j¼1

ajðtÞ/jðzÞ; (1)

where /jðzÞ are the orthonormal dynamical modes associated

with the particular pass-band of the displacements (i.e., diur-

nal or semidiurnal internal tides, random internal waves,

etc.) and J is the maximum mode number. Here the objective

is to obtain an estimate of the energy in each mode, that is

hjajj2i. Thus dynamical modes can be fit to the depth time se-

ries and the mode energy can be estimated (Wunsch, 1997).

For the case in which the mode amplitudes, aj, are uncorre-

lated, the covariance function can be written

Cðz1; z2Þ¼hnðz1Þnðz2Þi
XJ

j¼1

HðjÞ/jðz1Þ/jðz2Þ; (2)

where H ðjÞ ¼ hjajj2i is the mode spectrum. Inverting Eq. (2)

directly for the mode spectrum avoids the bias that can be

present in the statistics of the inversion of Eq. (1) in which

the mode amplitudes are squared and averaged over time.

For random internal-wave fluctuations Eq. (2) is most useful

and provides a means for estimating the internal-wave mode

spectrum (Colosi et al., 2012), which can be compared to the

Garrett–Munk model HGM ðjÞ ¼ Nj=ðj2 þ j2
�Þ, where Nj is a

normalization and j* ¼ 3 (Munk, 1981). For the PhilSea09

internal tides, however, the modes are seen to be strongly

correlated, and thus Eq. (1) is most useful in which the

modes are directly fit to the depth time series to estimate the

mode energy.

A. Diffuse internal waves

The diffuse internal-wave field is composed of many

uncorrelated internal-wave modes and frequencies (Munk,

1981). The mode shapes in general have a frequency depend-

ence, caused primarily by the frequency dependence of

mode lower turning depth, that is when N(z) ¼ r, where r is

the internal-wave frequency. Because of this frequency de-

pendence, Eq. (1) is used to represent a band-passed depth-

time series in which the mode shapes change little over the

selected band. The internal wave modes for a resting, linear,

flat bottom ocean are given by

d2/j

dz2
þ k2

j

N2ðzÞ � r2

r2 � f 2

" #
/j ¼ 0; (3)

where kj is the mode horizontal wave number, f is the

Coriolis frequency, and the boundary conditions are /j(0)

¼/j(D) ¼ 0 with D being the water depth. The internal-

wave modes obey the orthonormality condition
ÐD

0
½N2ðzÞ

�r2�/j/ndz ¼ djn. Figure 10 shows the frequency variation

of internal-wave mode shapes computed using the mean

CTD buoyancy frequency profile (Fig. 1), but utilizing the

full water depth profile. For f � r � 0.2 cph (f¼ 0.0312 cph,

or a period of 32.03 h), the mode shapes are weakly depend-

ent on frequency, especially in the depth range from the sur-

face to 2000 m where the observations are made. For

frequencies greater than 0.2 cph, the modes depend strongly

on frequency because of the small values of N in the deep

ocean. Thus to estimate the internal-wave mode spectrum

using Eq. (2), three pass-bands are chosen over which the

mode shapes are roughly independent of frequency: f�r
� 0.1 cph, 0.4�r� 0.6 cph, and 0.9�r� 1.1 cph.

Comparisons between these bands is important because in

the GM model the mode spectrum is expected to be inde-

pendent of frequency. The pass-bands are computed from

the data using a 2 pole Butterworth digital filter with the roll-

off frequencies given above.

Equation (2) can be cast as a matrix equation of the

form

y ¼ Exþny; (4)
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where y ¼ hn(z1)n(z2)i is a vector of observed covariances,

E ¼ /j(z1)/j(z2) is a matrix of mode shape products, x

¼H(j) is the mode spectrum, and ny is a vector of covariance

uncertainties. Equation (4) is amenable to inverse methods

analysis to extract estimates of the mode spectrum (and

uncertainties) from estimates of the covariance function

(Colosi et al., 2012), but some care must be taken since x is

non-negative. The approach here is to take the GM spectrum

as an initial guess x0 ¼ HGM(j), and use the Gauss–Markov

method to estimate corrections to the GM model. The prob-

lem is then of the form, dy ¼ Edx þ ny where dx ¼ x – x0

and dy ¼ y – Ex0. The Gauss–Markov solution for dx and its

covariance P is thus (Munk et al., 1995)

dx ¼ ðS�1 þ ETR�1EÞ�1
ETR�1dy; (5)

P ¼ ðS�1 þ ETR�1EÞ�1; (6)

where the a priori covariances for dx and ny are represented

by the matrices S and R respectively. For S, a diagonal ma-

trix is assumed that is of the form HGM(j)HGM(1), which has

a flatter drop off with mode number than the initial guess.

This is done to make the uncertainty a larger fraction of am-

plitude for the higher modes though the scaling factor

HGM(1) is somewhat arbitrary. The matrix R is also assumed

diagonal, and these values are estimated from the data by

computing the sampling uncertainty in the covariance esti-

mates. This goes as the variance of the covariance estimate

divided by the number of independent samples. This proce-

dure was tested using artificially generated “data” with

known spectral properties; in all cases the methodology was

able to produce an estimated spectrum that was within error

bars of the known spectrum.

Figure 11 shows some examples of the DVLA displace-

ment covariance functions with error bars (i.e., the square

root of the diagonal elements of R). The covariance func-

tions from the T1 mooring (not shown) are similar to the

DVLA results. The covariances C(z1, z2) are shown as a

function of z2 for two reference depths z1, and for the case z1

¼ z2 (i.e., the variances as a function of depth). Examples for

the low frequency and high frequency pass-bands are pre-

sented, since the mid-frequency results (not shown) are simi-

lar to the high frequency results. Figure 11 also shows the

covariance from the initial guess (red) and the fit covariance

(green). All covariances show a decay near z1 with a charac-

teristic scale of a few hundred meters, and the fit spectrum is

clearly an improvement over the GM model. Note also that

the vertical structure of the variance (bottom panels in Fig.

11) is different in the different pass-bands. At low frequency

the variance generally increases with depth, whereas there is

a peak around 1300-m at high frequency. The high frequency

peak is due to the fact that for r¼ 1 cph, the internal wave

modes have a turning point near 1300-m depth.

The estimated mode spectra and uncertainties at the

DVLA and T1, as well as the GM spectrum for the three

pass-bands are shown in Fig. 12. The DVLA and T1 results

are seen to be similar, suggesting that the diffuse internal-

wave field is rather homogeneous over the propagation path.

For mode numbers greater than 5, the estimated spectra and

the GM model show roughly the same behavior, that is a

decay that goes as one over the mode number squared.

However for the lowest modes, modes 1 through 5, there are

dramatic differences between the GM model and the obser-

vations. In particular mode 1 has much less energy than is

predicted by GM, and there is a peak in the spectrum near

mode 3. With regards to these lower modes there is also a

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of

PhilSea09 internal wave modes 1, 2, 4,

and 10. The thin curves show frequen-

cies of 1.05f (solid) and 0.2 cph (dash),

while the thicker curves show r¼ 1

cph (solid) and r¼ 2 cph (dash).
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distinct frequency dependence to the spectra, in which the

low frequency band is somewhat different from the mid-

and high-frequency bands. In particular, the peak near

mode 3 is broader for the low frequency. This behavior has

been noted by Fu (1981) for near inertial waves in which a

GM-like spectrum fit to the observations has a mode band-

width parameter of j*¼ 6 compared to the standard GM

value of 3.

Regarding the fits themselves, a maximum mode num-

ber of J¼ 50 was used, resulting in fits accounting for all

but 17%, 2.1%, and 1.9% of the observed covariance vari-

ability in the low-, mid- and high pass-bands, respectively.

Estimations using other priors gave similar fits, so the results

are rather insensitive to the choices made in the estimation

procedure. With regards to the maximum mode number, J,

large values are required to fit the rapid decorrelation of the

FIG. 11. Selected values of the diffuse

internal wave displacement covariance

function for the DVLA. The observa-

tions are plotted in blue with error

bars, the fit is plotted in green, and the

GM model is plotted in red. (left) The

covariance for the low frequency band;

(right) covariances for the high fre-

quency band. z1 is set at the values of

(top) 198 and (middle) 505 m, and the

covariance is plotted as a function of

all the z2 values. The vertical black

lines indicate the z1 value. (bottom)

The diagonal of the covariance (i.e.,

the variance) is plotted as a function of

depth.

FIG. 12. Estimated displacement mode

spectra for the three frequency bands at

the DVLA (dots) and at T1 (crosses).

For reference the GM spectrum (dash)

is shown.
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covariance; J¼ 50 was close to the minimum value needed

to attain small residuals. The fact that the fits are not as good

for the low frequencies is not surprising since the near iner-

tial band, which dominates the low frequency variability, is

quite different dynamically from the rest of the internal-

wave band (Garrett, 2001). For instance, near-inertial waves

are often primarily downward propagating from the surface,

thereby calling into question the very idea of a mode model.

B. Internal tides

The vertical covariance function and mode content of

the diurnal and semi-diurnal internal tides are estimated

here. To compute the internal tide displacement covariance

functions a least square fit to the displacement time series at

each depth was performed using four diurnal (O1, K1, P1,

and Q1) and four semi-diurnal (M2, S2, K2, and N2) tidal

frequencies, yielding separate diurnal and semidiurnal dis-

placement time series for which the depth covariances are

computed. Figure 13 shows examples of the covariance

function from the DVLA, as well as an estimate of the covar-

iance function assuming all the energy is in mode 1. Internal

tide results from the T1 mooring are not similar to the

DVLA, as was shown in Figs. 7 and 8, but the differences

are not illuminating. The covariance in Fig. 13 shows rather

large scale vertical correlations when compared to Fig. 11

for the diffuse internal waves. On the other hand the correla-

tions are not so large as to be adequately described by mode

1 alone. If the procedure from the previous section is applied

to describe the tidal covariances in Fig. 13, the fits are

extremely poor and unphysical negative values for the modal

spectrum are obtained. This result is due to the fact that there

are strong correlations between the internal tide modes.

Interestingly a shallow water internal tide analysis for the

summer New Jersey continental shelf using the covariance

method did yield reasonable fits (Colosi et al., 2012); appa-

rently in that case the modes were much less correlated.

Thus to better understand the modal content of the inter-

nal tide, modes are fit directly to the displacement time series

(Sec. IV). Here Eqs. (1) and (4) are utilized along with the

Gauss–Markov estimator, where y¼ n(z, t) is a vector of dis-

placement fluctuations as a function of depth at time t, E

¼/j(z) is a matrix of mode shapes at each depth, x¼ aj(t) is

a vector of mode amplitudes at time t, and ny is the noise in

estimating the displacement at each depth. Thus Eq. (4) is

solved using the Gauss–Markov estimator at each time t
yielding an estimate and uncertainty for the mode amplitude

aj(t). Because the internal tides are of interest, the displace-

ment time series is bandpass filtered between f and 1 cph

before the estimation procedure. Regarding the priors, the

matrix R is assumed to be diagonal with a value of 1 m2

along the diagonal, and S is also assumed diagonal with a

form that goes as one over mode number squared. Because

the mode shapes, /j(z), for diurnal and semi-diurnal frequen-

cies are nearly identical, this procedure is carried out for

only one set of the modes yielding one time series of mode

amplitudes aj(t). The mode amplitudes for the diurnal and

semi-diurnal species are extracted from aj(t) by fitting the

aforementioned four diurnal and semidiurnal constituents to

this time series: The mean square value over time of the

resulting diurnal and semi-diurnal mode amplitude time se-

ries gives the modal energy distribution shown in Fig. 14.

For the calculation in Fig. 14 the maximum number of

modes was taken to be J¼ 50, and as before the results were

found to be insensitive to other values of this parameter as

well as other choices of priors. There is a rich modal struc-

ture to the internal tide fluctuations at both diurnal and semi-

diurnal frequencies, but unlike the random diffuse internal

FIG. 13. Selected values of the internal

tide displacement covariance function

at the DVLA. The observations are

plotted in blue with error bars, and a

mode 1 only model is plotted in red.

(left) The covariance for the diurnal

tides; (right) covariances for the semi-

diurnal tides. z1 is set at the values of

(top) 198 and (middle) 505 m, respec-

tively, and the covariance is plotted as

a function of all the z2 values. The ver-

tical black lines indicate the z1 value.

(bottom) The diagonal of the covari-

ance (i.e., the variance) is plotted as a

function of depth.
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waves, the internal tide modes have strong correlations. The

observation of an internal tide field not dominated by mode

1 is consistent with the recent numerical modeling by Kerry

et al. (2012) who quantified significant energy in modes 1

through 3 for Philippine Sea M2 internal tides. Note that

aside from an energy level shift, in which diurnal dominates

at the DVLA and vice versa for T1, the energy distributions

for DVLA and T1 have very similar shapes.

C. Spice

Last the topic of the vertical correlation scales of the

PhilSea09 spicy sound-speed fluctuations is addressed.

Recall that spice resolving instrumentation was only on the

DVLA in the depth range 150 to 450 m (Sec. II A), so the

vertical view of the spice is quite a bit smaller than that for

the internal waves and tides. Figure 15 shows the normalized

FIG. 14. Estimated displacement mode

energies for the diurnal and semidiur-

nal internal tides at the DVLA (dots)

and at T1(crosses). For reference a

mode number to the minus two power

scaling (dash) is shown.

FIG. 15. Normalized depth covariance

matrix of spicy sound speed fluctua-

tions are shown in the upper panel.

The lower panel shows the same ma-

trix but the matrix has been unwrapped

and error bars are shown.
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covariance function for the spicy sound-speed fluctuations,

C(z1, z2)/[C(z1, z1)C(z2, z2)]1/2. This normalization is neces-

sary to obtain a decent graphical view of the decorrelation

properties of the spice due to the strong depth heterogeneity

of the variance. Even so, it is seen that the fluctuation corre-

lation decays extremely quickly in depth with a typical scale

of tens of meters. This is in contrast to the random internal

wave and internal tide fluctuations shown in Figs. 11 and 13

which have much larger scale correlations.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The temporal and vertical scales of ocean sound-speed

variability in the Philippine Sea during the spring of 2009

have been quantified in terms of important ocean processes,

namely, internal waves, internal tides, and spicy thermoha-

line structure. This environmental information will aid in the

interpretation of acoustic transmission observations that

were made concurrently. To good approximation, the ran-

dom internal-wave field is found to be horizontally homoge-

neous and isotropic and with some modification, the GM

internal-wave spectrum can be used as input to acoustic

fluctuation calculations. On the matter of the internal tide, it

is found that they are a large source of ocean sound-speed

variability, equal in strength to the random internal wave

component. However, the outlook for modeling these waves

is unclear. Important issues here are the internal tide nonli-

nearity (Fig. 6), the complex modal structure (Fig. 14), and

the spatial (and perhaps temporal) inhomogeneity of the fluc-

tuations (Fig. 7). Future work on a year-long data set from

the Philippine Sea 2010–2011 will be able to properly sort

out the sources of the internal tide and the processes that

modulate these waves. Last on the subject of spicy thermo-

haline sound-speed variability, it was found that this vari-

ability was quite small except at the shallowest depths of our

observations (i.e., 100–150 m). This result implies that for

the PhilSea09, spice will only be important for acoustic

energy which comes within 100 m of the ocean surface.

Where spice did exist, the similarity between internal waves

and spice frequency spectra suggests that the spice is being

advected by internal-wave currents. Vertical covariance

functions for the spice indicate a process with a short

O(10 m) correlation length which can be compared to the

internal-wave O(100 m) correlation length.

FIG. 16. Historical sea surface height fluctuation (altimetry) for the Philippine Sea during the PhilSea09 experiment. The location of the DVLA is depicted

with a magenta and white dot, while the location of the T1 mooring is depicted with simply a magenta dot. The panels are for the dates (top left) 04/07/2009,

(top right) 04/17/2009, (bottom left) 04/27/2009, and (bottom right) 05/07/2009. Data courtesy Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR; http://

eddy.colorado.edu/ccar/data viewer/index).
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Because of the short 33 days record, this work has

focused on internal waves and spice but not eddies or sub-

inertial fluctuations. These low frequency fluctuations are

expected to be very strong in the Philippine Sea and they can

cause significant acoustic variability. Figure 2 and calcula-

tions of sub-inertial displacement and sound speed variance

(not shown) indicate that there is little evolution of the eddy

field over the course of the observations. The largest, low

frequency variability that is seen, is primarily in the upper

300 m of the ocean (Fig. 2). This observed surface intensifi-

cation is inconsistent with a Rossby wave (Pedlosky, 1987)

model of the variability (Wunsch, 1997), and thus analysis

of the year long Philsea10 data will be needed to put these

observations in a longer timescale context. Historical satel-

lite altimetry (Fig. 16) shows that the PhilSea09 moorings

were primarily on the edges of the eddies during the experi-

ment, thus accounting for the small observed changes.
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